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ABSTRACT: A novel 2D position-sensitive semiconductor detector concept has been developed
employing resistive electrodes in a single-sided silicon microstrip sensor. The resistive charge di-
vision method has been implemented reading out each strip at both ends, in order to get the second
coordinate of an ionizing event along the strips length. Two generations of prototypes, with differ-
ent layout, have been produced and characterized using a pulsed near infra-red laser. The feasibility
of the resistive charge division method in silicon microstrip detectors has been demonstrated and
the possibility of single-chip readout of the device has been investigated. Experimental data were
compared with the theoretical expectations and the electrical simulation of the sensor equivalent
circuit coupled to simple electronics readout circuits. The agreement between experimental and
simulation results validates the developed simulation as a tool for the optimization of future sensor
prototypes.
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1 Introduction

Solid state detectors have been developed and used as position-sensitive detectors since the early
1980s. Starting from nuclear and high energy physics experiments their application has spread to
other field of interests like astrophysics investigations and medical imaging. Especially for those
cases where the compactness of the detection system is demanded many two-dimension position-
sensitive devices have been invented and produced using double-sided processing (2D microstrip
detectors and drift detectors) or implementing a complex readout system with a large number of
electronic channels (pixel detectors). Starting from a common single-sided AC coupled microstrip
detectors we invented a new device for 2D position measurements, maintaining the simplicity of
the fabrication process and just doubling the number of readout channels. A resistive material layer
deposited on each strip and equipped with metal pads at the ends (for the connection with the front
end electronics) allows the use of the resistive charge division method to obtain spatial information
of the event in the second coordinate, along the strip direction.

Recently, the use of the charge division method in very long microstrip sensors, several tens
of centimeters, has been proposed as a possible tracking technology for the International Linear
Collider detector concepts. Along this application line, the behaviour of a detector equivalent RC
network implemented in a PC board and DC coupled with two readout electronics circuits was
studied and compared with a SPICE electronic circuit simulation [1]. The results confirmed the
overall validity of Radeka’s formulation [2] on resistive charge-division.

In this paper, a novel microstrip detector concept is introduced, where the resistive electrodes
(light yellow structure in figure 1 (a) and (b)) are made of a thin layer of high doped polycrystalline
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(a) (b)

Figure 1. Schematic top view of the novel detector (a) and lateral cross-section of the central strip (b)(not to
scale). It is possible to distinguish the aluminium elements in blue and the resistive electrodes on the strips
(light yellow regions). The aluminium pads are connected each one to a channel of the read-out electronics
(two for each strip). When an ionizing particle crosses the detector, different signals (S1 and S2) are read
by the opposite electronic channels. The X coordinate of the event can be reconstructed using the center of
gravity method, whereas the Y coordinate is reconstructed comparing the charges at the ends of each strip.

silicon. This original approach decouples the resistive electrodes from the detector diode structure
through a coupling capacitance (gray layer in figure 1 (b)), avoiding in this way any influence of
the resistive line on the charge collection behaviour.

In the following sections the development of the device will be presented. After a description
of the working principle and expectations, the real sensors will be introduced. Two generations
of prototypes, with different layout, have been fabricated at the IMB-CNM clean room facilities
in Barcelona [3] and characterized using a pulsed near infra-red laser. The experimental data
were compared with the electrical simulation of the sensor equivalent circuit coupled to simple
electronics readout circuits. The good agreement between experimental and simulation results
establishes the soundness of resistive charge division method in silicon microstrip sensors and
validates the developed simulation as a tool for the optimization of future sensor prototypes.

2 The new device concept

In a conventional microstrip detector the metal contacts of the strips extend over almost all the
length of the implants and each one is connected to a read-out channel. When an ionizing particle
crosses the detector, the propagation of the induced signal along the coupling electrode does not
suffer a significant attenuation, i.e., the signal amplitude does not depend on the particle impinging
point along the electrode direction.
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When using, instead of metal alloy, a resistive material, the resistive electrode act as a diffu-
sive RC line, this translates into not only a signal amplitude attenuation but also into an increase
of the rise time of the propagating signal the further the pulse travels [4]. Using a readout elec-
tronics characterized by a fixed and short shaping time, it translates into a non constant signal
ballistic deficit. In practice, this running ballistic deficit will appears as a degradation in the linear-
ity of the charge division response. There is a second source of degradation in the sensor response
caused by the resistive electrodes, increasing the electrode resistance also increases the readout
serial noise contribution. Increasing the amplifier peaking time will reduce both the ballistic deficit
and the serial noise contribution; however, a longer peaking time increases the parallel readout
noise contribution. In reference [2], Radeka derived the optimal peaking time for a resistive charge
division configuration, under the assumption of high electrode resistance compared to the ampli-
fiers impedance and long amplifier peaking time compared to input signal rise times. Under these
approximations, Radeka concluded that the longitudinal coordinate of the signal generation point
linearly depends on the collected charge normalized to the sum of the charges collected in opposite
electrodes. The actual functional form (following figure 1 notation with A1 and A2 the amplitudes
of S1 and S2 respectively) is given by equation (2.1):

y = L× A2

A1 +A2
(2.1)

In this way a conventionally manufactured single-sided microstrip sensor can provide the two-
dimensional coordinates of the particle impinging point; the transversal coordinate derived from the
usual electrode segmentation [5] and the longitudinal coordinate is determined by relating signal
amplitude at both ends of the electrodes using equation (2.1).

3 First prototype

3.1 Specifications and expected performance

The first prototype has been designed and fabricated at the IMB-CNM clean room facilities in
Barcelona in 2009 using the conventional technology for p-on-n, AC coupled, silicon microstrip
detectors. The sensor consists of 34 p+ strips 20 µm wide, 1.4 cm long and with a pitch of 160 µm
on a (285±15) µm thick n-type substrate. The resistive material used is highly doped polysilicon
with resistance per unit length R/l=20 Ω/µm.

As shown in figure 2, aluminium routing have been added in order to connect the detector to
only one front end chip (see next section). The detectors have been electrically characterized in
the IMB-CNM laboratories with the use of a probe station Cascade Microtech, two Keithleys 2410
Source/Meter and an Agilent 4284A LCR Meter. The results are consistent with the ones of the
standard microstrip detectors included in the process run. The measured values are listed in table 1.

We have developed a SPICE-like model of the prototype and subsequently one of the readout
electronics in order to clarify the possible effect of the non-optimal shaping time on the linearity
of the equation (2.1), studying the response of the detector to a simulated current pulse injected at
different points along the strip length.

Starting from the work presented in reference [6] we developed the model of our detectors built
with standard components from the AnalogLib library of Virtuoso Spectre by Cadence [7]. A por-
tion of the detector including five consecutive strips is modeled by a periodic structure composed
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Figure 2. Schematic top view of the first prototype (not in scale)(left). The black color refers to aluminium
structures while the striped elements represents the resistive electrodes on the strips. The pitch of the strip
implants is 160 µm while the readout pitch is 80 µm due to the aluminium tracks. The two photographs on
the right side show the actual prototype layout at the electrode ends.

Table 1. Electrical characterization: measured values of depletion voltage, breakdown voltage, bias resis-
tance, interstrip resistance and capacitance, coupling capacitance and polysilicon electrode resistance.

strip width Vdep [V] Vbd [V] Rbias [MΩ] Rint Cint [pF] CAC [pF/cm] R [Ω/µm]
20 µm 40 >400 1.31 >GΩ 0.6 173 20

of 56 cells, each one corresponding to a transversal section (250 µm long) of the strips. The unit
cell is a complex chain of capacitances and resistors representing the main electrical characteristics
of the device as the substrate resistance and capacitance (Rsub and Csub), the interstrip resistance
and capacitance (Rint and Cint), the p+implant resistance (Rimpl), the coupling capacitance (CAC)
and the resistance of the resistive upper electrode (Rel). In figure 3 the schematic of the unit cell
is shown. The values of the circuit elements have been extrapolated from the ones measured dur-
ing the electrical characterization of the detectors in full depletion (Vbias=100 V). These values are
listed in table 2.

For our study, no dedicated analog signal processing electronics was built and therefore the
front-end filtering of the signal was not optimized accordingly with Radeka’s conclusions. As will
be explained in more detail in the following section, we have used the ALIBAVA DAQ system
developed within the framework of the CERN RD50 collaboration. The analog front-end of the
ALIBAVA system is based on the Beetle chip used for the microstrip sensor readout of the silicon
tracking subsystem of the LHCb experiment at LHC; consequently, the analog front-end shaper
peaking time of the ALIVABA system is set around 25 ns.

We simulated a current pulse generator connected to different points along the implant of the
central strip with a step of 2 mm and recorded the shape of the current pulses at the output of the
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Figure 3. Schematics of one of the 56 cells used to model the detector. Each one represents a portion
(250 µm long) of the strip including the main electrical parameters like the coupling capacitance (CAC), the
interstrip resistance and capacitance (Rint and Cint), the substrate resistance and capacitance (Rsub and Csub),
the p+implant resistance (Rimpl) and the resistance of the resistive electrode(Rel). In the simulation a pulsed
current has been induced at different nodes along the central strip implant.

Table 2. List of the values of the models parameters. Detector on the left, readout electronics on the right.

Rel 2500 Ω R f p 300 MΩ

Rimpl 800 Ω C f p 1pF
CAC 3.43 pF Cd = Ci 25pF
Csub 16.6 fF Rd = Ri 1kΩ

Rsub 20000 GΩ R1 1kΩ

Rint 15 GΩ R2 1kΩ

Cint 24 fF Rt 1MΩ

shapers (S1 and S2). The current pulse injected is characterized by a rise time of 2 ns and total
integrated charge around 4 fC. The rise time of the diode laser we have used for our study is around
2 ns (measured with a high bandwidth photodiode), similar to the simulated one. The model of
the read-out electronics connected to the ends of each strip consists in a generic charge sensitive
preamplifier followed by a CR-RC filter, which peaking time matches that of the Beetle chip. The
front-end schematic is shown in figure 4 and the parameter values are listed in table 2.

Looking at figure 5, the different colors of the pulses S1 and S2 highlight the expected asym-
metric dependence of the pulse attenuation on the pulse generator position along the strip length.
We have used the amplitude of these pulses to calculate the simulated fractional position A2/(A1 +
A2) of the pulse generator: the results are shown in figure 6 as a function of the actual fractional
position (y/L).

The effect of a non-constant ballistic deficit on the detector response linearity is pointed up by
comparing the simulated data with that predicted by equation (2.1) (green line).
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Figure 4. Schematics of the readout electronics modeled for the simulation.

(a) (b)

Figure 5. Signals read at the output of the shapers connected to the strip ends in the corresponding position
0 mm (a) and 14 mm (b).

Figure 6. Simulated fractional position as a function of the actual one. The green line represents the linearity
predicted by equation (2.1).
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4 Laser characterization of the prototype

4.1 Experimental setup

The sensor was mounted in a dedicated PCB sensor carrier and read out using ALIBAVA DAQ
system [8]. The ALIBAVA is a DAQ system for the readout of microstrip sensors based on the
Beetle analog readout ASIC [9]. The Beetle integrates 128 pipelined channels with low-noise
charge-sensitive preamplifiers and shapers with a peaking time of 25 ns. Each detector board has
two Beetle chips, but for our prototype we used just one of them to connect all the 34 strips (two
channels for each strip), bonding the pads related to one side of the strips to the even channels and
the pads related to the other side to the odd ones.

The characterization test-stand, located in the IFCA laboratories [10], allows for the precise
injection of laser pulses along the microstrips direction (see figure 7). We used a pulsed distributed-
feedback diode laser driven in a constant optical power mode and thermally stabilized. The laser
output is coupled to a monomode optical fiber which feeds an inline fiber optic splitter: the first
splitter output fiber is connected to a large bandwidth (2 Ghz) reference photodiode whose output
signal is recorded in a digital scope to monitor the laser pulse trace; the second splitter output fiber
feeds a microfocusing optical head illuminating the sensor. The microfocusing optical head was
moved by a 3D axis stage with a displacement accuracy better than 10 µm for all the axis. The laser
is focused in such a way that the beam waist is at the sensor front plane; the beam intensity profile
at the beam waist is a Gaussian with a sigma of 5 µm. The laser wavelength is centered at 1060 nm,
the amplitude 1 V and the rise time, as measured by the reference photodiode, is 2 ns. For this first
investigation, the design of an application-specific sensor optimized for MIP detection was beyond
our scope and we did not intend the laser emulation of MIP pulses as we were only interested in the
relative amplitude of the signals read at the end of the strips in order to demonstrate the feasibility
of the resistive charge division method in microstrip detectors. A study of this prototype (and the
others) response to MIPs is currently in progress: the analysis of the data recorded with a pion test
beam at the CERN SPS beam line H6 is being carried out.

4.2 Comparison between experimental and simulation results

A longitudinal scan of the detector has been performed moving the focused beam spot along the
midline of a polysilicon electrode. Unlike aluminium, polycrystalline silicon is transparent to IR
light. We scanned the whole electrode length (14 mm) with a scanning step of 2 mm, reconstructing,
for each position, the pulse shape at the output of the front-end electronics shapers stage.

The ALIBAVA DAQ system does not allow the whole shape of the analog signal to be
recorded. On the other hand a particular feature of the system let the value of the delay between
the trigger time (synchronous with the laser pulse) and the acquisition time (specifying the instant
at which the shaper output is sampled), to be changed in order to reconstruct the entire pulse [8].
Setting different delays in step of 5 ns from 170 to 300 ns, we recorded 20000 events for each delay
step and we found the mean value of their distribution by means of a Gaussian function. The ampli-
tudes of the reconstructed pulses have been accurately extrapolated by fitting a Gaussian function to
the peak region. These values have been used for the calculation of the fractional position defined
by equation (2.1).
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Figure 7. Experimental setup.The micro focusing optical head mounted on the 3D axis stage is placed a few
millimeters upon the detector board.

Figure 8. Measured fractional position compared with the simulated one. The signal induced on the metal
guides contributes to signal S2 generating a shift of the results from the simulation expectation.

Comparing the experimental data with the simulation (figure 8) it is possible to notice a dis-
crepancy due to the contribution of induced signals to the aluminium tracks. The origin of this
signal component is a parasitic capacitance between the aluminium routing and the strip implants.
In order to avoid this effects, a new generation of prototypes have been developed and fabricated.

5 Second prototypes

5.1 Proof-of-concept sensors design

The new generation of prototypes fabricated in 2010 [4] consists of two samples each one with
384 p+ strips (20 µm wide) with a pitch of 80 µm on a (285±15) µm thick n-type substrate. The
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Figure 9. Picture of one of the detectors mounted in the PCB sensor carrier. The two Beetle chips are
indicated by the white circles. Each one is connected to one side of 128 consecutive strips of the detector in
order to provide double-sided readout.

Table 3. Electrical characterization: measured values of the polycrystalline silicon electrode resistance, de-
pletion voltage, breakdown voltage, bias resistance, interstrip resistance, interstrip capacitance and coupling
capacitance.

electrodes resistance Vdep [V] Vbd [V] Rbias [MΩ] Rint Cint [pF/cm] CAC [pF/cm]
2.8 Ω/µm 20 >300 4 >GΩ 0.46 189
12.2 Ω/µm 20 >400 2.41 >GΩ 0.46 189

Table 4. List of the values of the models parameters.

Rel Rimpl CAC Csub Rsub Rint Cint

350 or 1525 Ω 718 Ω 4.7 pF 8.6 fF 20000 GΩ 15 GΩ 11.5 fF

resistive electrodes have a total length of 2 cm with linear resistance R/ µm=2.8 Ω/µm for one
of the devices and R/ µm=12.2 Ω/µm for the other. In each detector 128 consecutive strips have
been connected to two different chips as shown in figure 9.

Several electrical test structures [11] were included in each wafer of the fabrication run in order
to have a more direct measurement of the electrical parameters of the new sensors. The results of
their electrical characterization are listed in table 3.

The SPICE-like model developed for the first prototypes has been adapted to the new ones,
using 80 cells and the values of the parameters listed in table 4.

5.2 Experimental results and validation of the simulation model

In the same way as for the first sensor, the laser characterization has been repeated for these samples
scanning the whole electrode length (20 mm) with a scanning step of 2 mm for each sensor. The
same pulse reconstruction method has been used, obtaining a strong suppression of the statistical
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(a) (b)

Figure 10. Measured fractional position as a function of the actual fractional position for both values of the
electrodes resistance: R=2.8 Ω/µm (a) and R=12.2 Ω/µm (b).The green line represent the linear response
predicted by equation (2.1).

error. Figure 10 shows, for both sensors, the measured fractional position of the laser spot against
the position given by the displacement of the micrometric stage.

The comparison between the experimental results and the ideal linear behaviour given by equa-
tion (2.1) highlights the degradation of the linearity of the detector response due to the systematic
error introduced by the non-constant ballistic deficit: the higher the value of the electrode resistiv-
ity, the deeper the discrepancy between the data and the expected values. This effect is clearer in
these new prototypes, which have longer strips than the first one.

The statistical errors on the experimental data are 0.002 and 0.0035 for the sensors with low
and high resistive electrodes respectively; they have been calculated using equation:

σ =
1(

1+ A2
A1

)2

A2

A1

√(
σA1

A1

)2

+
(

σA2

A2

)2

−2ρ

(
σA1

A1

σA2

A2

)  (5.1)

with σA1 and σA2 the experimental errors of A1 and A2 which are the signals S1 and S2 ampli-
tudes, and the correlation parameter ρ calculated as follow:

ρ =
< A′1A′2 >

(σA′1
σA′2

)
(5.2)

Where A′1 and A′2 are, in this case, the noise excursions with respect to the mean value of the cor-
responding mean amplitude and σA′1

and σA′2
are the sigma parameters obtained from the Gaussian

fit of the amplitude distributions. We obtain a mean value of 0.19 and 0.34 for the sensor with low
and high resistive electrodes respectively.

Unlike the case of the first prototype with the aluminium routing, this time the simulation
results and the experimental data show a similar systematic behaviour on the fractional position
determination (see figure 11 and 12). We note also how the residuals (figure 12) of the low resistive
electrodes sensor increase for larger values of the fractional position: this effect was caused by the
existence of a slight misalignment between the stage scanning direction and the electrode one.
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(a) (b)

Figure 11. Experimental results compared with the simulation for both values of the electrodes resistance:
R=2.8 Ω/µm (a) and R=12.2 Ω/µm (b).

(a) (b)

Figure 12. Experimental results (residuals) compared with the simulation for both values of the electrodes
resistance: R=2.8 Ω/µm (a) and R=12.2 Ω/µm (b).

In general the good agreement between these results confirms the validity of the electrical
simulation as a valuable design tool for sensor optimization. At the same time it demonstrates that
the results we expected from the simulation of the first prototype are the correct ones in absence of
the metal routing. Reducing the parasitic capacitance between aluminium lines and strip implants
is an aim of future studies and prototypes.

6 Conclusions

We have introduced a novel 2D position-sensitive semiconductor detector concept based on the re-
sistive charge-division readout method and manufactured using the standard technology of AC cou-
pled microstrip detectors. The implementation of resistive coupling electrodes allows to extract the
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information on the longitudinal coordinate of an ionizing event using the resistive charge-division
method.

Two different prototypes generations have been fabricated: the first one optimized for a single
chip readout adding an aluminium routing to each strip and the second one developed for a dou-
ble chip readout in order to have genuine proof-of-concept devices. A first investigation of their
performance has been carried out using a near infra-red laser and a readout electronics based on
the Beetle ASIC. An electrical simulation of the sensor equivalent circuit, including the amplify-
ing and filtering stages, has been developed and benchmarked against the experimental data. In
the first case we observed the effect (asymmetry in the detector response) of a parasitic coupling
capacitance between the aluminium routing and the strip implant, whose reduction will be object
of future studies.

For what concerns the second generation of prototypes, the good agreement between experi-
mental data and simulation results validates the electrical simulation as an adequate tool for future
sensor optimization. Actually, in order to meet with different requirements on the strip geometry
and on the shaping time of the readout electronics, it is possible to tune the electrode resistiv-
ity without affecting the charge collection behaviour of the sensor, as the resistive electrodes are
decoupled from the diode structure of the sensor.

This initial study demonstrates the feasibility of the resistive charge division method in a fully
fledged microstrip sensor with resistive electrodes. Specific studies on detection of minimum ion-
izing particles are in progress to assess its soundness as a tracking technology for the future particle
physics experiments. Nevertheless, in its current conception, this implementation appears a suitable
technology for the detection of highly ionizing particles, like heavy ions, neutron monitoring with
the use of conversion layers or other nuclear imaging technologies including Compton cameras.
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